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OUTLINEOUTLINE
What is the Inverse problem?What is the Inverse problem?
Discriminating SM, SUSY and Technicolor through Discriminating SM, SUSY and Technicolor through 
the Higgs boson signaturesthe Higgs boson signatures
Little Higgs model with TLittle Higgs model with T--parity (LHT)parity (LHT)
Phenomenology and SignaturesPhenomenology and Signatures
The problem of Discriminating from SUSY The problem of Discriminating from SUSY 
ConclusionsConclusions
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Inverse ProblemInverse Problem
Actually, without specifying the model, there is no Actually, without specifying the model, there is no 
inverse probleminverse problem
Once your best modelOnce your best model (e.g. SUSY) or set of best (e.g. SUSY) or set of best 
alternatives (including Little Higgs models, Technicolor, alternatives (including Little Higgs models, Technicolor, 
models with extra dimensions, or general model based models with extra dimensions, or general model based 
on the effective Lagrangian approach)                           on the effective Lagrangian approach)                           
is specified,is specified, inverse problem  comes into playinverse problem  comes into play
Before solving the inverse problem Before solving the inverse problem –– understanding the understanding the 
underlying theory, underlying theory, we should understand all possible we should understand all possible 
patterns, i.e. patterns, i.e. do study inverse to inversedo study inverse to inverse
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Problems of the Standard ModelProblems of the Standard Model
Problem  of large quantum Problem  of large quantum 
corrections to the Higgs mass corrections to the Higgs mass 
in SM (Hierarchy problem)in SM (Hierarchy problem)
Coupling Unification  Coupling Unification  
The origin of Electroweak The origin of Electroweak 
Symmetry breaking. Symmetry breaking. 
Higgs boson is not found yet Higgs boson is not found yet 
……
The origin and Nature of The origin and Nature of 
Dark Matter and Dark EnergyDark Matter and Dark Energy
No explanation within SM …No explanation within SM …
Baryogenesis problemBaryogenesis problem
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Discriminating the nature of EWSB: Discriminating the nature of EWSB: 
SUSY and TechnicolorSUSY and Technicolor

Related talks given by J. Wells and K. Tobe Related talks given by J. Wells and K. Tobe 
SUSY patternSUSY pattern
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Little Higgs scenarioLittle Higgs scenario
New-Physics   < 10TeV + EW ~ 0.1 TeV
Special arrangement for the cancellation of Λ2 at 1-loop

Littlest Higgs model Littlest Higgs model 
ArkaniArkani--Hamed, Cohen, Katz Hamed, Cohen, Katz 

and Nelson (2002)and Nelson (2002)

SU(5)⊃[SU(2)×U(1)]2(gauged)

SO(5)⊃SU(2)×U(1) (diagonal)

VEV = f ~ O(1) TeV

New heavy particles 
bosons,top-quarks,
scalars 
cancel the one-loop
quadratic divergences

Little Higgs Model as alternative to SUSYLittle Higgs Model as alternative to SUSY
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Little Higgs Model with  T Little Higgs Model with  T --parityparity
Original LHM is suffered from severe constraints from 
EW observables. Tree-level corrections are due to the 
exchange of additional heavy gauge bosons 
and non-vanishing VEV of triplet higgs.
f must be larger than 5 TeV,  fine-tuning again !
T-parity: Cheng, Low  2003,

No tree-level  to EW observables 
The lightest T-odd particle is a good DM candidate
New scale f   can be lower then 1 TeV

interesting phenomenology!
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LHT ModelLHT Model

Hsin-Chia Cheng, Ian Low, 

Jay Hubisz, Patrick Meade,

Andrew Noble, Maxim Perelstein, 

Claudio O. Dib, Rogerio Rosenfeld,

Alfonso Zerwekh, Seung J. Lee, Gil Paz,

Chuan-Ren Chen, Kazuhiro Tobe, 

C.-P. Yuan, Andreas Birkedal, ...
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The pattern of LHT Model The pattern of LHT Model 

Can LHT model phenomenology be distinguished from Can LHT model phenomenology be distinguished from 
SUSY?SUSY?
The model can easily mimic SUSY signatures: cascade The model can easily mimic SUSY signatures: cascade 
decays down to WIMP dark matterdecays down to WIMP dark matter

LHT Model is a good alternative, butLHT Model is a good alternative, but

Hiss boson is light Hiss boson is light –– pseudopseudo--Goldstone boson of SB global Goldstone boson of SB global 
symmetrysymmetry
SM 1SM 1--loop quadratic divergences are canceled by new loop quadratic divergences are canceled by new 
particlesparticles
ZZ22 symmetry relaxes EW constraints and provides DMsymmetry relaxes EW constraints and provides DM
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Phenomenology of LHT modelPhenomenology of LHT model

like-sign leptons!

Promising Processes classification Promising Processes classification 
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Heavy quarks production rates and signaturesHeavy quarks production rates and signatures

EW production due to the initial 
double valence quarks  leads to
like sign lepton signature (LSL),
it is comparable to strong 
production and becomes even  
more important for heavier masses
due to parton luminosity behavior!
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LHT and SUSY cascade decaysLHT and SUSY cascade decays

Both, SUSY and LHT give a very similar signature patternBoth, SUSY and LHT give a very similar signature pattern

One should look closely:  various One should look closely:  various 
decay channels, spin correlations, decay channels, spin correlations, 
couplingscouplings
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LHT and SUSY cascade decaysLHT and SUSY cascade decays

Gluon has no partner in LHT model!Gluon has no partner in LHT model!

Study of spins and couplings is Study of spins and couplings is 
quite a challenge at the LHC quite a challenge at the LHC 
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Heavy quarks production rates and signaturesHeavy quarks production rates and signatures

Like-sign lepton signature (LSL)

Opposite sign lepton signature
and 1-lepton signature (1L)
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ConclusionsConclusions
Understanding the Underlying Model can be a serious Understanding the Underlying Model can be a serious 
problem since SUSY alternatives having partial SUSY problem since SUSY alternatives having partial SUSY 
properties lead to  a very similar signaturesproperties lead to  a very similar signatures
To discriminate underlying theory (not just SUSY!)     To discriminate underlying theory (not just SUSY!)     
one should actually perform                                     one should actually perform                                     
studies opposite to inverse problemstudies opposite to inverse problem ––
we should understand the signal pattern for specific we should understand the signal pattern for specific 
models models to identify them in the end!to identify them in the end!
Study of fine effects such as spin and couplingsStudy of fine effects such as spin and couplings of new of new 
particles particles is necessary.is necessary.
This task might be  problematic at the LHC. If this is the This task might be  problematic at the LHC. If this is the 
case, then case, then ILC would be  precious but important tool ILC would be  precious but important tool to to 
accomplish it.accomplish it.
Lets keep up our efforts!Lets keep up our efforts!
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